
Listening Guide for CD Track 23, “Libertad y soberanía” 

0:00-0:17  Instrumental introduction, with the accordion on the lead melody for the first 

ten seconds, followed by the trombones.  The cuatro plays a counter-melody in the 

background in response to the accordion and trombone phrases.  Panderetas, the timbales 

bell, and güiro can be heard clearly.  The bass plays a straight half-note rhythm on “1” 

and “3” of the 4/4 measure, as is common in dance band plenas.   

 

0:18-0:36  First entry of Jiménez on lead vocal.  He sings the refrain by himself, setting 

up the choral entrance at 0:37.  The texture becomes thinner as the piano and trombones 

drop out and the bass shifts to playing shorter quarter notes on 3 and 4 of the 4/4 measure 

for a time (0:18-0:26).  Chordal accompaniment is provided only by the accordion, with 

an occasional note or two added on the cuatro.   

 

Se escucha este canto en la tierra mía [2x] 

Quiero que en mi patria  

Haya libertad y soberanía [2x] 

This song is heard in my land [2x] 

I want my country to have 

liberty and sovereignty [2x] 

 

0:37-0:53  The chorus enters, singing the same text as above.  Trombones provide 

support with syncopated background figures, together with the piano.  The bass by this 

point returns to a straight rhythm on 1 and 3, typical of dance band plena, making the 

sound fuller.   

 



0:54-1:11  Verse 1, sung by Jiménez alone.  The piano, accordion, and cuatro continue to 

play behind him; only the trombones are silent.  

 

El asimilismo pierde terreno día tras día 

Estamos cansados de la tiranía 

De tanto atropello, de tanto robo  

Y tanta anarquía 

Queremos justicia y soberanía 

Assimilationism loses ground day by day 

We’re tired of tyranny 

Of being crushed, of such robbery 

And such anarchy 

We want justice and sovereignty 

 

1:12-1:29  The chorus repeats with the same melodic line and background figures heard 

earlier (0:37-0:53).   

 

1:29-1:46  A shorter version of the instrumental section that began the piece repeats here, 

featuring the same accordion and trombone melodies.   

 

1:47-2:04  Verse 2, sung by Jiménez.  This is probably the most provocative section of 

the lyrics in which the author accuses mainstream America of being racist and 

unaccepting of Latin American culture.   

 

Los puertorriqueños  

Quieren vivir con dignidad 

Y quieren ser libres  

Como toda la humanidad 

Puerto Ricans  

Want to live with dignity 

They want to be free  

As does all humanity  



Los americanos rechazan la hispanidad 

Ellos son racistas  

Y no quieren la hispanidad  

Óyelo, señor 

Americans reject Hispanic-ness 

They’re racist  

And don’t want it to exist 

Listen to it, friend 

 

2:05-2:22  The chorus repeats. 

 

2:23-2:40  The third and final verse, invoking Pedro Albizu Campos.   

Está en el tapete la suprema definición 

“Llanto borincano”  

Lo dijo Albizu en una ocasión 

El futuro espera por nuestra liberación 

Viva Puerto Rico libre 

Viva mi nación, óyelo 

On the table, the issue of final status 

“The cry of Borinquen”  

Albizu called it on one occasion 

The future waits for our liberation 

Long live a free Puerto Rico 

Long live my nation, listen to it 

 

2:41-end  The chorus repeats twice, followed by a short version of the instrumental 

ntroduction at 3:16, ending the song.   i

 


